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It is still a challenge to detect anomalous events in video sequences in the field of computer vision due to heavy
object occlusions, varying crowded densities and complex situations. To address this, we propose a novel
human-machine cooperative approach which uses human feedback on anomaly confirmation to inform and
enhance video anomaly detection. Specifically, we analyze the spatio-temporal characteristics of sequential
frames of a video from the appearance and motion perspective from which spatial and temporal features
are identified and extracted. We then develop a convolutional autoencoder neural network to compute an
abnormal score based on reconstruction errors. In this process, a group of experts will provide human feedback
to a certain proportion of classified frames to be incorporated into the model, and also the final judgment for
the event anomalies for training and classification. The proposed approach is evaluated on 3 publicly available
surveillance datasets, showing improved accuracy and competitive performance (93.7% AUC) with respect to
the best performance (90.6% AUC) of the state-of-the-art approaches. The approach has not been previously
seen to the best of our knowledge.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the prevalence of video surveillance systems in public areas has led to a
growing demand on advanced methods for efficient analysis of video streams. The deployed camera
systems not only record what happened over time but also offer an invisible power to assure people
security to some extent. From a large amount of surveillance videos, how to automatically and
efficiently find possible anomalies or objects of interest has become a challenging task. Anomaly
detection is becoming a significant and critical branch in computer vision research community.
Different from supervised video analysis problem such as action recognition [18] and events
detection [25], video anomaly detection is not applicable by training a model on positive (anomalous)
samples, due to the sparsity of anomalous events and a large variety of different anomalous
events. Thus, a reasonable method relies on data which only contains normal videos. Learning
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the feature representation of regular activities is an unsupervised learning problem [27]. Some
previous anomaly detection works [1, 12, 23] focus on modeling spatio-temporal event patterns
corresponding to appearances and motions of local 2D image patches or 3D video cubes using
hand-crafted features, such as, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [13], histogram of optical
flow (HOF) [11], 3D spatio-temporal gradient [4]. However, due to the limited representation
capability of hand-crafted features, this category of approaches are not applicable to complex video
surveillance scenes.
Recently, deep learning approaches have shown significant advantages for various computer
vision tasks, such as object classification [19], object detection [26]. While most studies focus on
supervised learning tasks and Convolutional Neural Networks, unsupervised approaches have
also gained popularity because of the fact that they can extract rich features as well as some
hidden nature via multi-layer nonlinear transformations. In particular, autoencoder networks [29]
have been investigated to address video anomaly detection problems [10, 16, 33]. However, these
methods extract features from fully-connected autoencoder or convolutional autoencoder, without
leveraging temporal dimensions, which is essential for recognizing video outliers. We use a spatiotemporal model with video frame sequences and corresponding histogram of optical flow as input
to obtain both spatial and temporal aspects of features. No matter how robust the machine based
approach is, there are still a certain number of false alarms and missed anomalies. In particular,
some crowded scenes where people and objects occlude each other bring more errors in anomaly
detection.
In order to improve the performance of video anomaly detection, one may need to collect more
samples containing anomalies for constructing a robust model, but there are still some anomaly
scenarios such as shielded targets which are easy for humans but very hard for a machine to detect.
Inspired by this observation, we add human (domain experts) feedback including labeling, assessing
and correcting in our anomaly detection framework. In this way, we can use the label information
for the processing model to classify those anomalous events which are hard to be identified. Based
on the above ideas, in this paper we propose a novel approach for anomaly detection in complex
video surveillance scenes by learning discriminative features in a human-in-the-loop supervised
manner adopting convolutional autoencoders (CAE). Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed
method, called Human-Machine Cooperation Framework (HMCF). Our approach is based on a novel
fusion scheme (integrating both traditional early fusion and late fusion strategies) for combining
low-level features of appearance and motion. Specifically, in the first phase, individual video frames
and their corresponding optical flow fields are provided as input to a common deep autoencoder
network, to learn appearance and motion features. In the second phase, experts respond to requests
from the model to confirm whether or not a video frame contains anomalous objects. Anomaly
detection is conducted by computing reconstruction error with lower errors indicating regular
frames while higher errors irregular frames. The proposed HMCF is evaluated using three video
surveillance datasets and the evaluation results are compared with the performance of several stateof-the-art methods. Our experimental results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed
approach. In general, we make the following contributions:
(1) Conceive and create the Human-Machine Cooperation Framework (HMCF) for video anomaly
detection and analysis which is the first attempt of using human-machine cooperation to
improve the efficiency of video anomaly detection to the best of our knowledge.
(2) Develop a convolutional autoencoder model and corresponding methods to extract spatiotemporal features of the video sequences and compute the reconstruction errors between input
and output frames, which provides fine-grained frame-level detection features.
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(3) Develop a new mechanism and associated intuitive user interface to facilitate interactive humanmachine cooperation on hybrid anomaly detection. Experiments show that the cooperation
mechanism is effective for difficult-to-detect events and avoids the need of retraining detection
model.
2

RELATED WORK

Our work is mainly relevant to the following two areas of research: video anomaly detection, and
interactive machine learning.
Video anomaly detection. Generally, an anomaly is defined in a specific situation, and opposite
to a large number of normal objects, it might be a person riding a bicycle, a person walking around.
There are different anomalies in different datasets, so it is impossible to train all kinds of anomalous
samples. The rationale of some existing approaches is to learn an object model from normal
videos, and then detect abnormal events as samples which disagree with the normal event model.
According to the processing pattern, existing algorithms for anomaly detection can be divided
into two categories: 1) Hand-crafted feature techniques. Features extracted from some descriptors
what human expected or preconceived. 2) Deep learning based methods. Features are automatically
extracted by neural network. For the first category, researchers have investigated on the trajectories
which are extracted in advance for moving objects. By exploring potential rules among normal
trajectories, abnormal events are identified as ones which disobey these rules [8]. An object can be
viewed as an anomaly if it does not follow learned normal trajectories, however, it does not work
in some scenarios, such as disability to efficiently handle occlusions, and having high complexity
in crowded scenes. For example, authors in [27] extracted multiple features based on trajectories,
speed and acceleration. In their methods, each feature is applied with a clustering algorithm, and the
final clustering result is obtained by taking clusters from all features into account. The clusters with
few members and samples far away from these cluster centers are treated as anomalies. In order to
deal with the occlusion and segmentation problems, Wu et al. [31] proposed a Lagrangian particle
dynamics approach, and extracted chaotic invariant features from representative trajectories.
Although the trajectory-based detection methods are improved to some extent, their performance
is still not satisfactory. In order to avoid the weaknesses, some low-level features (spatial and
temporal) are extracted by some classical descriptors, such as, histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) or histogram of optical flow (HOF) [21, 23]. In [23], Mahadevan et al. proposed a joint
detector for detecting temporal and spatial anomalies, they made use of a mixture of dynamic
textures (MDT) for representing the video and fitting a Gaussian mixture model to features. Cong
et al. [12] and Lu et al. [22] learned an over-complete normal basis set from training data, and they
introduced a cost for sparse reconstruction of a testing patch for detecting anomaly patches.
For the second category, deep learning has achieved substantial ascension in many computer
vision tasks. For instance, event features are extracted from 2D image patches or 3D video blocks, it
is proposed to use spatio-temporal features such as optical flow or gradients. Adam et al. [1] used an
exponential distribution for modeling the histograms of optical flow in local regions. Xu et al. [33]
proposed a method for detecting anomalies based on denoise convolutional autoencoder and a
fusion scheme of early and later pattern to attain a better effect. Sabokrou et al. [27] designed models
for normal events based on a set of representative features which were learned by autoencoders,
which was proved to be effective to recognize unusual events. In [16] the authors investigated
the regular temporal features from the trajectory-based method by HOF and HOG, and another
way was extracting high level features by a deep autoencoder neural network. Chong et al. [10]
proposed a CNN combined with LSTM based on autoencoder to obtain spatio-temporal features
and compute its reconstruction error. In [34] Zhao designed a 3D spatio-temporal autoencoder to
detect the nearly future anomaly. As a matter of fact, humans are very competent to intuitively
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combine different features, such as motion and appearance features, in order to understand the
meaning of anomaly video sequences.
Interactive Machine Learning (IML). IML incorporates human feedback in the model training
process to create better ML models [14], and has become a hot area of research [3, 15]. For example,
using user-provided examples, Amershi et al. [3] enabled an algorithm to learn about new friend
groups on social media. In [15], Fogarty et al. allowed users to interactively teach a search engine to
learn new concepts. Carrie et al. [5] designed an interactive system to judge an input image whether
it is a pathological tissue of cancer, and help the pathologist to make a final decision. In order
to combine human intelligence with machine capability, Doris et al. [32] proposed a theoretical
model to accelerate human-in-the-loop machine learning. Holzinger et al. [17] provided new
experimental insights on how people can improve computational intelligence by complementing
it with human intelligence in an interactive machine learning approach, and they used the Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) framework to foster multi-agent approaches with human agents in
the loop. Wang et al. [30] proposed a crowd-assisted framework, Crowd4ML, which illustrates the
corresponding steps to ML. Using the framework, some difficult tasks can be done more clearly.
The authors reviewed crowd-assisted machine learning opportunities for future research and
identified the main challenges of ML with pure machine intelligence. In 2014, Amerish examined
and presented the role of humans in IML and the tasks they can do better [2]. In [28], Sacha et
al. proposed a conceptual framework that deals with visual analytic process by identifying key
scenarios where ML methods are combined with human feedback through interactive visualization.
Justin et al. [9] proposed a hybrid crowd-machine learning classifiers named Flock, it enabled fast
prototyping of machine learning models that can improve on both algorithm performance and
human judgment, and accomplished tasks where automated feature extraction is not yet feasible.
The hybrid systems that use both crowd-nominated and machine-extracted features can outperform
those that use either in isolation. Lee et al. [20] proposed a transparent boosting tree (TBT) which
visualizes both the model structure and prediction statistics of each step in the learning process of
gradient boosting tree to the user and involves user’s feedback operations to trees into the learning
process. In most of the related works, authors developed a user friendly interface for learning
methods and showing significantly improved effects of ML algorithms, gave rise to novel insights
of ML models, and integrated both machine capability and human intelligence.
3

THE HUMAN-MACHINE COOPERATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first analyze the spatio-temporal feature extraction problem, then we introduce a
convolutional autoencoder to detect anomalies. Finally, we introduce human feedback to the video
anomaly detection framework.
3.1

Spatio-temporal Feature Extraction

Video sequences contain a large amount of content captured in various contexts. To detect anomalous events or objects of interest, manual examination by watching millions of videos is simply
feasible in terms of both time and human resources. On the other hand, using only machines for
detection often results in a high error rate, and some samples are difficult to be recognized in complicated surroundings. To address these drawbacks, we develop a novel and practical approach to
combing human intelligence with machine computing power. It is a fact that no matter how robust
an algorithm is, mis-classifications exist. It is believed that for an anomaly detection framework,
people with domain knowledge can give their judgments on the output of the machine, further to
avoid retraining the video anomaly detection model. The trained model should reach a respectable
precision, such as 0.8. In the test stage, its accuracy on a figure is generally approximately 0.8.
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While dealing with the false alarm, we can design a cooperative scheme to address the issue by
combining the judgment of experts with the classification result from the machine.
A Convolutional AutoEncoder (CAE) is a feed-forward multi-layer neural network in which
the desired output is the input itself. Through several hidden layers of low-dimension features
extraction, a non-linear representation of the input data is attained. In particular, autoencoders
learn a map from the input to itself through a pair of encoding and decoding phases. The encoder
represents features of input frames mapping into hidden layers, and the decoder recovers the
hidden representations to the output. The reconstruction error of all pixel values I in frame t of the
video sequence is denoted as the Euclidean distance between the input frame feature X i and the
reconstructed frame feature fW (X i ) , represented as Eq. 1:
Lr ec =

N
1 Õ
||X i − fW (X i )||22
N i=1

(1)

Considering the above equation is not variable, we add a regularization item to form the objective function as Eq. 2. In order to learn a non-linear classifier, we need to minimize the overall
reconstruction errors for the i t h training features.
LW = arд min
W

N
Õ

||X i − fW (X i )||22 + γ ||W ||22

(2)

i=1

Where N is the size of the mini batch, γ is a hyper-parameter to balance the loss and regularization
and fW (·) is a nonlinear classifier such as a neural network associated with its weight W [16].
Our framework contains two modules, namely, the video reconstruction error computation and
the human-machine cooperation as illustrated in Fig.1.
Human-Machine Cooperation

Output

Request

Feedback

Reconstruction Error Computation

Fig. 1. Human-Machine Cooperation Framework.

3.2

Video Reconstruction Error Computing

We leverage convolutional autoencoder to extract the features of input video frames, then the
reconstruction errors are computed by the sum of the small patches divided in each frame. For the
normal frames, the reconstruction error is relatively small, while the error is higher for abnormal
frames. Once we trained the model, we compute the reconstruction error of a pixel’s intensity value
I at location (x, y) in frame t of the video sequence. Given the reconstruction errors of the pixels of
a frame t, we compute the reconstruction error of a frame by summing up all the pixel-wise errors.
A number of frames, such as 10 are fed into the network as a cuboid to obtain the reconstruction
error.
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Human-Machine Cooperation Scheme

Due to a certain quantity of false alarms of the CAE based detection, for example, an anomalous
object may be largely shielded in a short period, it is inevitable to make a few miss-classifications. To
address the problem, we consider incorporating human intelligence into video anomaly detection.
At first, there should be several experts to give their judgments and decisions. An expert does not
mean the most authoritative and influential person in a certain field but refers to the person who
has rich expertise and operation experience, and can well understand and deal with the problems.
In our experiments, we used five experts as a decision-making group, and each expert gave his
judgment and formed the final decision through voting strategies.
To get a better detection performance, we set three threshold values for the reconstruction error.
After the detection of the first stage of the CAE, it has produced a classification of normal and
abnormal video frames. Our framework mainly selects the probable abnormal frame according to
the reconstruction error which is larger than the threshold. The selected frames will be sent to the
human-machine interactive interface for a confirmation or correction. We design an interactive
interface to combine the machine detection results with those of human experts. After getting
human judgment and correction, the final outputs are highly reliable, which can improve detection
accuracy and reduce detection time. We will describe that in more detail in later sections.
4
4.1

VIDEO FRAMES RECONSTRUCTION ERROR COMPUTATION
Convolutional Autoencoder Structure

The structure of the convolutional autoencoder is shown in Fig. 2. The CAE consists of three
convolutional layers and two pooling layers in encoder and three deconvolutional layers and two
unplooling layers in decoder with a symmetric structure.

Fig. 2. Convolutional autoencoder structure.

Inspired by the work of [16], we use the CAE to compute the reconstruction errors, with powerful
capacity of deep neural network, and high-level features can be learned. In order to obtain the
spatio-temporal features of video frames, we stack 10 frames as input to form a cuboid in temporal
dimensionality.
Our model resized input frames in 227 × 227 pixels, adapting to the different size of datasets.
It has 512 filters with a stride of 4 in the first convolutional layer, thus 512 feature maps with a
resolution of 55 × 55 pixels. Both pooling layers have a kernel size of 3 × 3 pixels and perform
max pooling. In this step, the patch features are extracted with the spatial dimension compressed
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output for the following connected layer. Due to the adjacent frames have maximum relevance, the
temporal features can be extracted from the consecutive frames and its HOF. The first pooling layer
produces 512 feature maps of size 27 × 27 pixels. The second and third convolutional layer have 256
and 128 filters respectively. At last, the encoder produces 128 feature maps of size 13 × 13 pixels.
Conversely, the decoder reconstructs the input video frames by deconvolution and unpooling in
reverse order of size. The result of the final deconvolutional layer is the reconstructed pattern of
the original input.
4.2

Reconstruction Error Computation

In the training process, we observe the accuracy of the CAE model, after thousands of iterations can
reach the comparative level of performance to the latest classical work related to the autoencoder.
Subsequently, we incorporate human feedback via the interactive interface, later experiments prove
it is a practical model to assist the anomaly detection task. While the model is trained, we can
validate our model performance on test video frames. To better compare with the work [16], we
use a similar formula to calculate the regularity score for all frames, the only difference is the type
of learning model. The reconstruction error of all pixel values I in frame t of the video sequence is
taken as the Euclidean distance between the input frame and reconstructed frame, shown as Eq. 3,
and the un-regularized reconstruction error illustration is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Un-regularized reconstruction error.

e(t) = ||X (t) − fW (X (t))||22

(3)

where fW is the learned weights by the CAE model. We compute the anomaly score sa (t) by scaling
into the range 0 and 1. Consequently, regularity score sr (t) can be simply obtained by subtracting
anomaly score from 1. Both scores are computed in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 below, respectively.
sa (t) =

e(t) − e(t)min
e(t)max

sr (t) = 1 − sa (t)

(4)
(5)

Video sequences consist of regular events that have a higher regularity score because they are
close to the normal training data in the feature space. On the contrary, the anomalous sequences
have a lower regularity score, thus it can be used to detect anomalies. Nevertheless, it is impractical
to calculate e(t)min and e(t)max in an anomaly detection framework because the future data is
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un-observable. These two values should be set experimentally according to the historical data [34].
The regularized reconstruction error is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Normal
Abnormal

Fig. 4. Regularized reconstruction error.

5

HMCF BASED VIDEO ANOMALY DETECTION

After the training process, the CAE has comparative capacity to address the anomaly detection.
However, the classical methods pay more attention to getting a higher precision and lack of analysis
of some complex situations. Though the detection precision is gradually improved with time, there
are still some intricate situations, so we make analysis and design a human-machine cooperation
framework.
5.1

Video Anomaly Scenarios Analysis

Based on previous works [6, 7, 35, 36], we conduct relevant experiments on several datasets, from
which we conclude the following three types of difficulties in anomaly detection task.
Heavily occlusions. Under a surveillance camera, the density of moving objects including
human and other targets varying from sparse to dense [35], especially, in the case of a group of
people walking in a line facing the camera, such as students come out of teaching building after
classes, people go to supermarkets on holidays and so on. These situations are common in our daily
life, and it is hard to detect the anomaly in such circumstances.
Intense light exposure. On a sunny day, especially at noon, video recordings would attain a
sequence of overexposure video frames, this needs a special processing to perform recognition.
Besides, in a strong illumination at night, the anomalous objects are still difficult to deal with.
Blurry surveillance video. A shaking camera can generate unclear videos which can impact
object detection. The detection performance is variable in terms of the approaches used [6, 7, 36]. It
is hard to capture the unambiguous record in extreme weather, such as heavy rain, snowstorm, etc.
5.2 Human Assisted Video Anomaly Detection
We incorporate human feedback into the detection output of CAE, as we mentioned earlier, by
setting a proper threshold η, if the reconstruction error of a frame e(t) is larger than η, the frame
would be classified as an abnormal, otherwise, it is a normal frame. The output of each frame from
the CAE model is denoted by f (t) as shown in Eq. 6.
f (t) =



abnormal,
normal,

e(t) > η
e(t) ≤ η
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Our experiments have produced false alarms and missed anomalies. We have analyzed the
intricate situations which lead to the above misclassifications, such as occlusions and some regions
under the tree in our dataset. We take feedback from experts (having extensive domain knowledge)
as the final output. We set requesting frequency for feedback r according to the test video frames
N , and the mini-batch number is set to 16 in our experiment. We set the frequency r = 0.05 ∗ N . In
this step, the ratio can be adjusted according to the detection effect, experts can see the processed
video frame as well as its reconstruction error curve of belonged folder as shown in the demo
interface Fig. 5. The frames need an expert to make a judgment, these requested frames are stored
in a buffer that can be addressed immediately or later, considering that experts do not have to be
around machine all the time.

Fig. 5. Interactive interface for human feedback.

Classification description. There are four types of request cases: i) The frame is classified as
an anomaly by the reconstruction error of the CAE model, and experts give a positive label “1" to
the interactive interface which corresponds to abnormal and then it is output as a final result; ii)
The frame is recognized as an anomaly by the model, while experts judge it as a false alarm, i.e.,
give the negative label "0" to the option selected box in the display interface. Finally, the frame is
detected as normal; iii) The frame is classified as a normal frame by detection model, and experts
confirm it is a true normal frame without any abnormal objects, so the final output is normal;
iv) The last branch is certainly that a frame is judged as normal by the model, however, it is an
abnormal frame indeed judged by experts and mark the frame abnormal as the final output.
Voting strategy. We set up 5 experts to make confirmation for the same requested video frame from
CAE. Different expert have his own judgment, in some occasions, they obtain a final identification
by majority voting scheme (i.e. for a video frame, if three experts give an “abnormal" label, the
final label is “abnormal"). In our datasets, all of the video frames are ordinary scenes, in a campus
or a subway scene rather than specific areas such as medical imaging, so it is not hard to judge
and confirm. If we research on some special areas, the experts should also have corresponding
expertise.
Frame-level anomaly detection. We compute the average reconstruction error of each frame
by summing up pixel-wise errors, noted as Per Frame average Error (PFE), and normalize it from 0
to 1. If a PFE is larger than threshold η, its reconstruction error curve fluctuates significantly in the
entire video sequence, the curve fluctuation tends to be stable vice versa, as shown in the fig. 4.
Interactive interface. We designed an interface to show detection results as well as the options
experts can set. In addition, the local area of a frame can be zoomed in or out in a fixed window in
order to scrutinize abnormal regions at fine-grained level. Once a wrong classification is discovered,
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 4, No. CSCW3, Article 274. Publication date: December 2020.
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it can be altered by the option button (normal or abnormal), consequently, the final output frame
gets a corrected classification. The interactive interface is shown in Fig. 5.
6

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

We trained the model using thousands o video frames from multiple video datasets, and evaluated
the developed methods with extensive experiments. We run the implemented algorithms and
anomaly detection on a HP Server with 4 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs and 96G memory.
6.1

Datasets

All the video datasets used in this work are publicly available. Each dataset is composed of a number
of video clips previously labeled by their creator as normal, or with anomalies. These datasets
are widely used in video anomaly detection fields, easy to download, and they can also serve as
benchmark datasets for comparison, as these datasets are common scenarios in university or urban,
rather than special videos, such as medical imaging, our framework can be extended to many
common scenarios.
The UCSD dataset [23] contains two parts, namely UCSD Pedestrian 1 (Ped1) dataset and UCSD
Pedestrian 2 (Ped2) dataset. The Ped1 includes 34 training videos and 36 testing ones with 40
irregular events. All of these anomalies include bikers, cars, small trucks and skateboarders and
wheelchairs. The Ped2 contains 16 training videos and 12 testing videos with 12 abnormal events.
The definition of anomaly for Ped2 is the same as Ped1.
The CUHK Avenue dataset [22] contains 16 training videos and 21 testing videos with a total of
47 abnormal events, including throwing objects, loitering and running. Each clip is about 1 minutes
long with a resolution of 640 × 360, having frames range from 50 to 1200.
Subway exit dataset [1] is 43 minutes long with 19 unusual events of two main types: people
moving in a wrong direction, people running in the subway platform, loitering near the exit gate.
The image resolution is 512 × 384 pixels.
6.2

Experiment Setup

To evaluate our framework, we conducted experiments on three datasets. We trained the CAE
at an acceptable level (the detection precision reached about 0.8). Experts are then assigned to
give feedback to the requested video frames. They give each frame a final judgment, either a
correct classification or a wrong one to be modified. We evaluated HMCF in four aspects: CAE
detection performance, effectiveness of anomaly visualization, HMCF operation demonstration,
and comparison with different anomaly detection methods.
6.3

CAE Detection Performance

It is straightforward to determine whether a video frame is normal or abnormal. The reconstruction
error of each frame determines whether the frame is classified as anomalous. The threshold
determines how sensitive we wish the detection approach to behave, for example, setting a low
threshold makes the detection become sensitive to the happenings in the scene, where more false
alarms would be triggered. We obtain the true positive and false positive rate by setting at different
error threshold in order to calculate the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve (AUC). The equal error rate (EER) is obtained when false positive rate equals to the false
negative rate. We compare the event count with other approaches, which is a significant metrics to
show the detection accuracy. In addition, we present the run-time during testing.
Event count. We give the anomalous event count comparison for UCSD dataset, Avenue dataset,
and Subway Exit dataset, which is shown in Table 1. For both of UCSD pedestrians scenes, we
obtained a comparative level respect to ConvAE [16]. For the Subway Exit scenes, we gained 18
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abnormal events compare to ConvAE [16] but at the expense of higher false alarm rate. For Avenue
and Subway Exit datasets, we detected more anomalous events and lower false alarms compared to
Chong [10]. Our CAE model outperforms or performs comparably to the state-of-the-art abnormal
event detection methods but with a few more false alarms. It is because our approach identifies any
deviations from regularity, many of which have not been annotated as abnormal events in those
datasets.

Table 1. Anomalous event and false alarm count detected by different methods. GT denotes ground truth
values of event count.

Method

Anomalous Event Detected / False Alarm
UCSD Ped1 UCSD Ped2 Avenue Subway Exit
(GT:40)
(GT:12)
(GT:47)
(GT:19)

Chong[10]
ConvAE[16]

N/A
38/6

N/A
12/1

44/6
45/4

18/10
17/5

CAE

37/8

12/3

45/6

18/8

Detection time. We also present an average run-time analysis on CAE event detection, on
CPU (Intel Core i5-4590 CPU @3.30GHz) and GPU (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti) respectively in
table 2. The total time taken is well less than a quarter second per frame for both CPU and GPU
configuration. Due to computational intensive multiplication operations when feeding the input
video frames through the convolutional autoencoders, it is wise to run on GPU for a better speed
of nearly 30 times faster than CPU.

Table 2. Details of run-time during testing (second/frame)

Preprocessing
CPU
GPU

6.4

0.0010
0.0010

Time (Sec)
Representation Classifying
0.2013
0.0056

0.0003
0.0003

Total
0.2026(~5fps)
0.0069(~145fps)

Effectiveness of Anomaly Visualization

We obtained the visualizing output of the proposed framework on samples of the Ped1, Ped2,
Avenue and Subway Exit dataset, which can detect anomalies correctly in most scenes. Fig. 6
displays normal scenes and abnormal events, such as biker in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, a small handcart
in Fig. 6b, and a truck in Fig. 6c on Ped1 dataset.
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Normal

Biker

Normal

Frame 112
Abnormal event
Frame 34

Frame 160

(a) Normal scenes and an abnormal biker event.

Normal

Small
handcart
Frame 55
Frame 19
Biker
Frame 166
Frame 128

(b) Abnormal events including a biker and a small handcart.

Normal
Frame 106

Truck

Frame 25

Frame 130

(c) Abnormal event while a truck appeared.
Fig. 6. Regularity score of video folders #1, #13 and #27 (from top to bottom) from UCSD Ped1 dataset.

As shown in Fig. 7, anomalies can be detected when an abnormal event appears in a scene, such
as a person riding a bicycle in Fig.7a, and a truck in Fig.7b appearing in the surveillance area. In both
cases the regularity level show downward trend indicating a low regularity score. Nevertheless,
there are situations where anomalies are difficult to be detected. For instance, a skateboarder is
easily recognized as an ordinary person walking in a specific view. For some of the miss-classified
frames, we can modify them through the interactive interface. We also find that a few abnormal
frames are detected as normal, due to the complexity of the objects and events in the scenes. For
example, when a group of people walk together, some of them can be occluded by others from the
video shooting angle. For the detection algorithm, it could be the case that it works on a number of
frames where local areas with important signs are blocked, thus leading to misdetection. This is
the original intention of developing this new detection method to incorporate human experience
into the detection process.
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Normal
Frame 118
Biker

Frame 42

(a) Normal scenes (left) and an abnormal scene with a biker (right).

Normal
Truck

Frame 70

Frame 23

(b) Abnormal event - a truck appeared in the surveillance area.
Fig. 7. Regularity score of video folders #2, #4 from UCSD Ped2 dataset.

For the Avenue dataset, the detected anomalies are illustrated in Fig. 8, as shown in Fig. 8a, a
man is throwing his big into the air. A kid appears in Fig. 8b, he is running back and forth.

Throwing bag

Normal

Frame 608
Frame 407

(a) A man is throwing his bag into the air.

Running kid
Frame 587

Frame 445

(b) A kid is running back and forth.
Fig. 8. Regularity score of video folders #5, #7 from Avenue dataset.
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For the Subway Exit dataset, we detected abnormal events including running, wrong direction,
train approaching and walking group, as shown in Fig. 9, different anomalies are detected and
illustrated.

Fig. 9. Abnormal events in the Subway Exit dataset, including running, wrong direction, train approaching
and walking group.

6.5

HMCF Operation Demonstration

In the cooperation stage, a certain number of video frames will request human feedback. When an
expert finds some mis-classifications, they can modify incorrect classifications produced by CAE in
the interface intuitively and select the normal or abnormal option button to confirm the true result.
In contrast, when video frames are classified correctly, experts only need to click the “confirm"
button to finish the feedback. Fig. 10a shows the skateboarder shielded by a group of people, when
just appearing in the range of camera. As a result, it is detected as normal in the CAE model,and
the reconstruction error curve is marked with a red rectangle for a short period. For the sake of
correctness, the frame can be magnified by clicking the zoom in (“+”) button, consequently, it is
clear to confirm an anomaly in the Fig. 10b.

(a) Heavily shielded target

(b) Human correction

Fig. 10. Human judgment.

6.6

Comparison with Different Anomaly Detection Methods

According to the reconstruction error, the regularity score is calculated by Eq. 5 and can be further
used to detect anomalous events. As shown in Fig.10, the regularity score of a video clip descends
when an anomaly occurs. The salmon color regions denote the ground truth range of anomalous
events. Table 3 shows the frame-level AUC and EER performance between the developed method in
this paper and other methods with datasets. The AUC improved by 3% ascribe to false alarms and
missed anomalies are detected via the framework. In some special situations, the missed anomalies
should be paid more attention. Conversely, the EER is decreasing with a lower value. The results
show that our approach outperforms all other methods in respect to frame-level AUC, which obtains
93.5% detection accuracy with UCSD Ped1, 93.7% with UCSD Ped2, 83.2% with Avenue dataset,
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and 94.2% with Subway Exit dataset. Nevertheless, the frame-level EER did not show improvment
compare to the approach of Chong [10]. In the CAE model, the objects that not appeared in the
train dataset would be detected as an anomaly in the test dataset, however, some of the abnormal
events are not marked as anomalies in the ground-truth.
Table 3. Comparison of Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) and Equal Error Rate (EER) of other methods

Ped1 %

6.7

Ped2 %

Avenue %

Subway Exit %

Method

AUC

EER

AUC

EER

AUC

EER

AUC

EER

Adam[1]
SF[24]
MPPCA[23]
MDT[23]
ConvAE[16]
STAE[34]
Chong[10]

77.1
67.5
66.8
81.8
81
87.1
89.9

38.0
31.0
40.0
25.0
27.9
18.3
12.5

55.6
69.3
82.9
90.0
88.6
87.4

42.0
42.0
42.0
25.0
21.7
20.9
12.0

70.2
80.9
80.3

25.1
24.4
20.7

80.7
94

9.9
9.5

CAE
HMCF

90.1
93.5

21.6
17.4

90.6
93.7

21.3
18.8

80.4
83.2

23.7
20.2

88.6
94.2

15.7
12.6

Discussion

In our framework, the detection accuracy has prompted by about 3%, especially, in those intricate
situations people can show high level recognition of the video frames. The experiments show that
our approach is effective in relatively common even crowded scenes. However, there is still great
challenge in heavily occlusions or distorted objects detection, human would do little as well as the
state of the art methods. Through HMCF, we can build cooperative interface that are both effective
and practical. As opposed to off-the-shelf detection algorithms that use thousands of features and
require significant effort to understand, HMCF uses the detection results based on video anomaly
detection approach, and incorporates human intelligence for intricate scenes. We identify several
promising future directions: in improving the feature extraction process, in considering adaptive
request frequency, and in devising approach to better automate video features. The design of
the HMCF is modular, each component (e.g., reconstruction error computation, human-machine
cooperation scheme) can be easily replaced as more effective approaches are found. To make our
approach more robust, we can improve HMCF in the following aspects.
Improving feature extraction. We leverage the CAE model to compute the reconstruction
error, it is a classical approach for anomaly detection. In fact, there are many other competitive
methods, for example, Variational Autoencoder, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), fully Convolutional Network (FCN) and so on. Wang et al. [30] proposed a crowd-assisted framework, Crowd4ML,
which combines crowd intelligence with deep learning to discover better features. In fact, the central
idea of HMCF is the same as the Crowd4ML framework. Our framework currently detects the
frame-level anomaly, whereas pixel-wise video anomaly detection will be done in our future work.
Setting the adaptive request frequency. In our experiments, setting the request frequency is
a complex problem. If the number is larger, it would increase the burden of experts. On the other
hand, if the number is too small, it would not obtain a meaningful result. We set a fixed ratio of
request 0.05 according to the experimental performance. Although the number is relatively small
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for experts, it is not reasonable for a global perspective. It should be adaptive according to the test
video frames and reconstruction errors threshold.
Designing interactive interface with more functions. Currently experts can see individual
video frames and its corresponding curve, make the final judgment and mark it with the true label.
The interactive interface should contain more practical functions, (e.g. capturing the frame image,
clipping the image). Once a partly shielded target is clipped, we can store it and further extract its
features by the CAE. After iterations, detection performance would be enhanced.
Considering user privacy in video anomaly detection. At present, it is much convenient to
obtain surveillance videos from monitoring devices. However, the privacy of users in the videos
is not well-considered, and effective measures are lacking to protect some potentially sensitive
objects. User privacy has also become a hot spot and challenge in current research. It is a significant
direction to encrypt the data set without affecting the effect of anomaly detection. To increase the
protection of data, some scholars put an invisibility cloak on the picture, which can well protect
the privacy of users, meanwhile people cannot see any changes.
Some thoughts in practical application. The public datasets used in our experiments, come
from a single view angle. In real life, there are usually multiple cameras monitoring an area,
which can better capture the target objects and abnormal behaviors from multiple perspectives.
In practical applications, an intelligent detection algorithm can integrate human judgments into
complex detection situations by cooperating with security personnel or related personnel. In the
case of severe occlusion, it is not difficult to identify for people, so it can be directly marked up to
avoid training model repeatedly.
7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have developed a novel deep learning based approach for video anomaly detection.
Central to the approach is the human-machine cooperation framework is based on multiple CAEs
for learning both appearance and motion representations of objects in video frames. The framework
can combine learned feature representations with human feedback, thus allowing human experts to
help improve anomaly detection performance. We carry out extensive experiments on three public
video datasets. The results prove the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach, showing
the competitive performance with respect to some state-of-the-art methods. Future research will
focus on issues such as how to reduce the computation cost, how to incorporate the human feedback
in an efficient manner.
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